
360° Photos 
Drive Efficiency with Robust Results



Why 360° photos?

360° photos add significant value to inventory 
and check-out reporting for the following 
reasons:

Capture the entire room in one picture for robust ‘before’ 
and ‘after’ comparison.

Evidence the presence and location of items in a room.
 
Evidence décor and light fittings in working order.
 
Allows adjudicators to get a better perspective of the  
room and identify dispute issues in location context.
 
Allows clerks to spend less time inside the property,  
as they can take 360° and standard photos and navigate 
the room later from their desktop browser to complete 
the details.
 
Zoom-in and navigate the room via desktop, tablet or 
mobile. 
 

Reduce time spent taking numerous individual photos  
of items (standard photos still recommended for  
specific defect images and items in common dispute). 
 
Reduce PDF file sizes with less individual pictures  
(ideal for storage and upload to other platforms).

We strongly advocate the use of the written word and 
standard photos alongside 360° images.  We don’t suggest 
that 360°s negate the need for standard photos by any means 
and we always encourage our users to take snaps of common 
dispute items within the inventory (e.g. ovens, hobs, sink, 
toilets etc).  

We also make it very clear that the item description  
should also concentrate on the condition and cleanliness.  
For example, saying ‘Door with handle’ alone is useless in 
the event of a dispute.  To be more specific, 360°s add a 
lot of value at check-out when demonstrating: Items left 
behind; Items missing; Location of damages; Unauthorised 
redecoration etc.

360° images are useful in showing the adjudicator the general 
layout and presentation of a room. They supplement the  
written word well and allow an adjudicator to look at the size  
of a room and the detail within. Our system allows an adjudicator 
to access 360° images and therefore rely upon them during  
an adjudication.”

Steve Harriott
TDS – Group Chief Executive

Partnerships with RICOH and Insta360 cameras

The Inventory Hive app fully integrates with Ricoh and Insta360 devices. 
(images can be tagged to rooms in the offline mode).

 
Discounts for Inventory Hive app users for Ricoh cameras.
 
Exclusive affiliation partnership with Insta360.



Try Inventory Hive FREE for 30 days
Sit-back, relax and let us show you the ropes…Book a free  
personalised screenshare demonstration today.

Call 0333 358 3638 or visit www.inventoryhive.co.uk


